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There are three subtypes of photoablating lasers-what are they?
--Flying spot
--Broad beam
--Scanning slit
Broad beam
Which
beam
subtype
is
most
frequently
employed
in
Is the laser energy delivered continuously, or in pulsatile fashion?
current clinical practice?
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In this context, what is The Munnerlyn Formula?
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The Munnerlyn Formula:
Ablation depth =

Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
3
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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What conundrum is highlighted by the Munnerlyn formula?
The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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What conundrum is highlighted by the Munnerlyn formula?
The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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What conundrum is highlighted by the Munnerlyn formula?
The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
optical zone
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Ablation depth =

Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
3
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia

Intraocular
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What conundrum is highlighted by the Munnerlyn formula?
The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
optical zone
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In order to keep haloes and glare at a manageable level, what is the smallest optical-zone
diameter CRI
generally considered acceptable in myopic photoablative refractive surgery?
LASIK
CXL
6 mm
ICRS

The Munnerlyn Formula:
Ablation depth =

Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
3
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In words, what does the Munnerlyn formula tell us?
The amount of central corneal tissue that must be removed to correct a given amount of myopia
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What conundrum is highlighted by the Munnerlyn formula?
The fact that that the amount of tissue that must be removed is a function of the square of the size of the
optical zone
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In order to keep haloes and glare at a manageable level, what is the smallest optical-zone
diameter CRI
generally considered acceptable in myopic photoablative refractive surgery?
LASIK
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The Munnerlyn Formula:
Ablation depth =

Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
3
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Does the Munnerlyn formula apply to hyperopic photoablative refractive surgery?
The Munnerlyn Formula:
Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
Ablation depth =
60
^
hyperopia
3
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Does the Munnerlyn formula apply to hyperopic photoablative refractive surgery? No!
The Munnerlyn Formula:
Degree of Myopia in Diopters x (the optical-zone diameter in mm)2
Ablation depth =
61
^
hyperopia
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How is the epithelium handled in LASEK and epi-LASIK?
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LASEK: The epithelium is loosened chemically (usually withLRI
alcohol),
creating a free ‘epithelial cap’ that can easily be displaced
epi-LASIK: A blunt keratome slides under and displaces the epithelium
en bloque, essentially creating an epithelial ‘free cap’
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium for
re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How is the epithelium handled in LASEK and epi-LASIK?
Iris-fixated
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creating a free ‘epithelial cap’ that can easily be displaced
epi-LASIK: A blunt keratome slides under and displaces the epithelium
en bloque, essentially creating an epithelial ‘free cap’
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
PRK seems much simpler—why bother with the other procedures?
Intraoperatively, PRK is the simplest of the laser myopic keratorefractive procedures.
However, it has two major post-operative complications that render it less than ideal:
1) It is associated with significant post-op pain
2) It is associated with an increased risk of post-op haze formation.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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PRK seems much simpler—why bother with the other procedures?
Intraoperatively, PRK is the simplest of the laser myopic keratorefractive procedures.
However, it has two major post-operative complications that render it less than ideal:
1) It is associated with significant post-op pain
2) It is associated with an increased risk of post-op haze formation.
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How is the epithelium handled in LASEK and epi-LASIK?
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Sulcus-fixated
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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PRK seems much simpler—why bother with the other procedures?
Intraoperatively, PRK is the simplest of the laser myopic keratorefractive procedures.
However, it has two major post-operative complications that render it less than ideal:
1) It is associated with significant post-op pain
2) It is associated with an increased risk of post-op haze formation.
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How do the surface-ablation procedures differ from one another?
that ultimately results in haze formation. For this reason, keratorefractive surgeons have learned to handle
It’s all about how the corneal epithelium is managed
the epithelium more gingerly and with much greater respect!
In what fundamental way do LASEK and epi-LASIK differ from PRK?
In LASEK and epi-LASIK, an epithelial cap is created and displaced, then re-placed after the
subepithelial surface has been ablated. In PRK, no attempt is made to preserve the epithelium
for re-placement after ablation—the post-ablation surface is left epithelium-free.
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How does LASIK deal with the epithelium?
By doing an end-run around it. A hinged flap is cut in the stroma and reflected, thereby moving the epithelium
out of the treatment area. The underlying stromal bed is then lased, and the flap (with its intact epithelium) is
laid back in place.
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lenssteep’?
CK
PRK
How
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cut)
exchange (RLE) ---free cap? One unattached to the K (ie,
AK
About 48D
ICRS
LASEK
What complication
is likely to occur if the cornea is:
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
CXL
Epi-LASIK
How flat is ‘too flat’? --too steep? A too-thin flap, or a ‘buttonhole’ flap
--too flat? A free cap
About 40D
LASIK
Why are too-steep and/or too-flat corneas not good candidates for LASIK?
Because the extreme corneal curvature increases the likelihood of a complication occurring during
flap creation
If a pt with a too-steep or too-flat cornea insists on LASIK, what surgical adjustment can be made
that will greatly reduce the likelihood of a flap complication?
Create the flap with a femtosecond laser rather than a mechanical keratome

LASIK flap: Buttonhole
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
--Anticipated thin residual stromal bed if LASIK
is performed
Intraocular
Corneal
--Thin cornea
--Unusually steep or flat corneas
--EBMD
Other
Laser
topography Incisional
Pseudophakic
What Phakic
is--Unusual
a…
IOL
RK
…buttonhole flap? One with a central perforation
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CK
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How
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cut)
exchange (RLE) ---free cap? One unattached to the K (ie,
AK
About 48D
ICRS
LASEK
What complication
is likely to occur if the cornea is:
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
CXL
Epi-LASIK
How flat is ‘too flat’? --too steep? A too-thin flap, or a ‘buttonhole’ flap
--too flat? A free cap
About 40D
LASIK
Why are too-steep and/or too-flat corneas not good candidates for LASIK?
Because the extreme corneal curvature increases the likelihood of a complication occurring during
flap creation
If a pt with a too-steep or too-flat cornea insists on LASIK, what surgical adjustment can be made
that will greatly reduce the likelihood of a flap complication?
Create the flap with a femtosecond laser rather than a mechanical keratome

Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
--Anticipated thin residual stromal bed if LASIK
is performed
Intraocular
Corneal
--Thin cornea
--Unusually steep or flat corneas
--EBMD
Other
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Pseudophakic
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is--Unusual
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About 48D
ICRS
LASEK
What complication
is likely to occur if the cornea is:
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
CXL
Epi-LASIK
How flat is ‘too flat’? --too steep? A too-thin flap, or a ‘buttonhole’ flap
--too flat? A free cap
About 40D
LASIK
Why are too-steep and/or too-flat corneas not good candidates for LASIK?
Because the extreme corneal curvature increases the likelihood of a complication occurring during
flap creation
If a pt with a too-steep or too-flat cornea insists on LASIK, what surgical adjustment can be made
that will greatly reduce the likelihood of a flap complication?
Create the flap with a femtosecond laser rather than a mechanical keratome

LASIK flap: Free cap
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
--Anticipated thin residual stromal bed if LASIK
is performed
Intraocular
Corneal
--Thin cornea
--Unusually steep or flat corneas
--EBMD
Other
Laser
--Unusual
topography Incisional
Pseudophakic
Phakic
IOL
RK
Refractive
lenssteep’?
CK
PRK
How
steep is ‘too
exchange (RLE)
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About 48D
ICRS
LASEK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
CXL
Epi-LASIK
How flat is ‘too flat’?
About 40D
LASIK
Why are too-steep and/or too-flat corneas not good candidates for LASIK?
Because the extreme corneal curvature increases the likelihood of a complication occurring during
flap creation
If a pt with a too-steep or too-flat cornea insists on LASIK, what surgical adjustment can be made
that will greatly reduce the likelihood of a flap complication?
Create the flap with a femtosecond laser rather than a mechanical keratome

Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
--Anticipated thin residual stromal bed if LASIK
is performed
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About 48D
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CXL
Epi-LASIK
How flat is ‘too flat’?
About 40D
LASIK
Why are too-steep and/or too-flat corneas not good candidates for LASIK?
Because the extreme corneal curvature increases the likelihood of a complication occurring during
flap creation
If a pt with a too-steep or too-flat cornea insists on LASIK, what surgical adjustment can be made
that will greatly reduce the likelihood of a flap complication?
Create the flap with a femtosecond laser rather than a mechanical keratome
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There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
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Refractive
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There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
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Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
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Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
thisresidual
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for?
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
There are certain clinical
scenarios in which surface ablation procedures are
preferred over LASIK, or at least have certain advantages. For example:
--Pt age: If the pt is relatively young , surface ablation is preferred
Certain corneal issues argue in favor of PRK rather than LASIK. What are they?
thisresidual
context,stromal
what does
stand
for?
--AnticipatedInthin
bed ifEBMD
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is performed
Intraocular
Corneal
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--Unusually steep or flat corneas
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RK
Refractive lens
CK
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
Are there ocular conditions that are contraindications (to at least some
degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Intraocular
Yes. These include:
--Ectatic conditions
--Fuch’s dystrophy
--Stromal dystrophies
Incisional
Pseudophakic
--Pts with neurotrophic corneas
Phakic IOL
RK
--Dry-eye
syndrome
Refractive
lens
--Monocular
pts(RLE)
exchange
AK
--Pts with diabetic retinopathy
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
--Thyroid eye disease Iris-fixated
--A history of herpes zoster ophthalmicus
Are there systemic conditions that are contraindications (again, to at least
some degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Yes. These include:
--Connective-tissue disorders
--Individuals who are pregnant/breastfeeding
--Poorly controlled diabetes
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
Are there ocular conditions that are contraindications (to at least some
degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Intraocular
Yes. These include:
--Ectatic conditions
--Fuch’s dystrophy
--Stromal dystrophies
Incisional
Pseudophakic
--Pts with neurotrophic corneas
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lens
--Monocular
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--Pts with diabetic retinopathy
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
--Thyroid eye disease Iris-fixated
--A history of herpes zoster ophthalmicus
Are there systemic conditions that are contraindications (again, to at least
some degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Yes. These include:
--Connective-tissue disorders
--Individuals who are pregnant/breastfeeding
--Poorly controlled diabetes
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
Are there ocular conditions that are contraindications (to at least some
degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Intraocular
Yes. These include:
--Ectatic conditions
--Fuch’s dystrophy
--Stromal dystrophies
Incisional
Pseudophakic
--Pts with neurotrophic corneas
Phakic IOL
RK
--Dry-eye
syndrome
Refractive
lens
--Monocular
pts(RLE)
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AK
--Pts with diabetic retinopathy
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
--Thyroid eye disease Iris-fixated
--A history of herpes zoster ophthalmicus
Are there systemic conditions that are contraindications (again, to at least
some degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Yes. These include:
--Connective-tissue disorders
--Individuals who are pregnant/breastfeeding
--Poorly controlled diabetes
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Photoablative Refractive Surgery
Refractive
Surgery
Are there ocular conditions that are contraindications (to at least some
degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Intraocular
Yes. These include:
--Ectatic conditions
--Fuch’s dystrophy
--Stromal dystrophies
Incisional
Pseudophakic
--Pts with neurotrophic corneas
Phakic IOL
RK
--Dry-eye
syndrome
Refractive
lens
--Monocular
pts(RLE)
exchange
AK
--Pts with diabetic retinopathy
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
--Thyroid eye disease Iris-fixated
--A history of herpes zoster ophthalmicus
Are there systemic conditions that are contraindications (again, to at least
some degree) to photoablative refractive surgery?
Yes. These include:
--Connective-tissue disorders
--Individuals who are pregnant/breastfeeding
--Poorly controlled diabetes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
Lenticule Extraction

Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
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Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Refractive
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By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
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Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Refractive
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By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Refractive
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By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
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Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
cornea post-LASIK.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Refractive
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By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
post-LASIK cornea.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
Lenticule Extraction

Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
post-LASIK cornea.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia, yes
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Photoablative Refractive^Surgery
Lenticule Extraction

Refractive
Surgery
By way of a reminder: In broad terms, how is the SMILE
technique of

refractive lenticule extraction (ReLEx) performed?
As mentioned previously, the femtosecond laser is used to carve and isolate
a disc-shaped portion of the corneal stroma (the lenticule). The lenticule is
then removed ‘whole’ via a small incision connecting the created intrastromal
space and the corneal
surface. This loss of tissue flattens the central cornea.Corneal
Intraocular
‘Flattens the central cornea’--does that mean the SMILE technique can only
be used to treat myopia?
Incisional
As
of this writing, yes
Pseudophakic
Phakic IOL
RK
Refractive lens
In terms
of visual(RLE)
outcomes, how does it compare to LASIK?
exchange
AK
Final visual acuity is essentially identical to that obtained via LASIK
Iris-fixated
Sulcus-fixated
LRI
What advantage does SMILE offer over surface ablation and flap-based
ablation procedures?
Not surprisingly, it is vastly less painful than surface procedures, and visual
recovery is significantly faster. Equally unsurprising, SMILE does not
engender the flap-related risks associated with LASIK. Additionally, SMILE
does not produce the dry-eye-related complications associated with LASIK.
Finally, the post-SMILE cornea is biomechanically more stable than is the
post-LASIK cornea.
Is SMILE FDA approved?
For myopia +/- astigmatism, yes
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